Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 8

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across

1. the usual response to a good joke
6. You can move it with a mouse.
8. of an advanced rank or position
13. the head official of a city
14. a moving staircase
15. alike
18. When I hear a ____, I know it might not be true.
19. of the sun
21. a strategic action
22. think about
25. a natural hot spring that shoots water into the air
26. Mark the date on your ____.
27. a person or an animal in a story
28. well known
29. a blade used for removing hair

Down

2. 43,560 square feet of land
3. It produces a thin, concentrated beam of light.
4. better
5. a thin strand
7. a learned person
9. proper use of a language
10. specific
11. widely liked
12. something that blocks passage
15. to give oneself up to an enemy
16. The lines of a cross are ____ to each other.
17. the person in charge
20. usual
23. It changes with the seasons.
24. of or for younger people